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Hit's not
broken, we
won't fix it.
We're not the kind of BMW repair shop that seems to find a major
problem with your car every time you bring it in for an oil change.
If your BMW needs only a minor adjustment to solve a
1
problem, we'll tell you. Because we focus on building ' ,.~' ,,
long-term relationships with our customers.
,
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But if your BMW does need fixing, our ASE-certifiedMaster Technicians have the expertise to quickly
get to the root of the problem. With our state-ofthe-art equipment and computerized
~
access to all factory service bulletins, we'll
make sure your repairs are done right the first time.

J

As a get-to know-you special, save 10% up to
$35.00 on all services, OR receive an Oil
Change for just $19.95 plus tax. Offer valid
through September 30, 1996, new
customers only. We'll even
provide free shuttle service!
So call us today at 747-6044.
2111 140th Ave. NE
Bellevue, WA 98005

STRICTLY BMW
Independent Service

Over 2, 000 BMW owners trust us with their keys.

e
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of 9 am and 9 pm.
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Calendar

August 16-18

Monterey Weekend with BMW as the featured
marque.

August 28

Deadline for the September Zundfolge.

August 31

Baseball Night at Cheney Stadium with the
Tacoma Rainiers .

September 5

Board Meeting hosted by the Heltons .

September 7

General Meeting at Seattle Collector's Garage.
More next month.

BMW ACA events are partially supported by a generous
grant from BMW of North America, Inc.

Where Will The
Banquet Be?
The annual club banquet is a very
important event. The board members
have been discussing ideas and locations
for the 1997 banquet for some time now.
The board has decided to try and solicit
opinions from club members on the
majdr aspects of the banquet. In past
years, the banquet has been held at a
fairly formal location with the following
format: a silent auction, a verbal
auction, dinner, and then a celebrity
guest speaker. The board has discussed
retaining this format, or perhaps trying
something new. For example, having the
banquet on the Spirit of Puget Sound.
The format would remain the same
except we would replace the speaker
portion with a band and dancing. The
cost of a banquet along the same lines as
years past would be approximately $30
each person. A cruise format would be
somewhat higher.
Please respond to this issue by
contacting Hugh Golden at 859-5947.
Leave your name and telephone number
on my answering machine. I will contact
anyone who calls. This is an important
event that we are trying to make appealing to as many club members as possible.
- Hugh Golden

Dixon Schwenk, our host at Seattle Collector's Garage

Seattle Collector's Garage
If you attended the Concours last
month you saw some beautiful cars with
fantastic paint finishes. My opinion is
nothing highlights a car more than its
paint finish. If you'd like to see how your
car can have a Concours winning paint
finish you'll want to attend our meeting
at Seattle Collector's Garage on Saturday, September 7th.
Seattle Collector's Garage is a 14,000
square foot facility that does restorations
and custom format detailing. They also
provide secured storage with 35 stalls for
classic and vintage cars, some of which
we will get to view. Seattle Collector's
Garage has been in business over ten
years and has a very proud record of
producing wim1ing cars in national
competition. Five of their cars have won
best in class and one best in show in the
past year and a half, so you know these
folks know what they're doing.
The focus of our meeting will be
paint refinishing which will include a
demonstration of color sanding. This
promises to be a very informative event.
The meeting will begin at 11 :00 am.
Refreshments will be provided by Seattle
Collector's Garage. If you plan to attend
one of our club's general meetings, this
is one you won't want to miss.
- Gary Parr
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Our cover photo was taken by
member Brian Home. The seven BMWs
are members' cars exiting SIR at turn 8,
after having completed a few parade laps
at the July historic races. Leading the
group is Jacqueline Kahn. Included in
the group is a rare BMW 600, which
handled SIR with surprising agility. But
then, it is a BMW.

Tacoma Rainiers
Baseball Night
This is just a friendly reminder about
the first annual Tacoma Rainiers
baseball night. On August 31, there will
be fifty BMW ACA club members with
excellent seats at Cheney Stadium to
watch the Rainiers take on the first
place Calgary Cannons. Plan to arrive
early to enjoy the pre-game BBQ and
the vehicles that BMW Northwest will
have on display. The cost is ten dollars
for each person. This includes a ticket
to the game and the meal. Space is
limited, so please call Hugh Golden at
859-5947 for reservations.
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Stalls
By Thomas B. Nast
Short Cuts
New Meguiar's Products
This is too late for this year's
Concours, but you should know about
some fabulous new products from
Meguiar's. You won't see these in auto
parts stores, and even auto body supply
stores don't seem to carry some of them.
But Exeter Garage does .
The new products appear to be based
on different abrasives than the old
product line, which used diatomaceous
clays. The new ones use silica, giving
them a white color instead of the reddish
hue of yore. As before, the abrasives
break down during use, so it is like using
an ever-finer sandpaper on the finish, an
approach which yields the most satisfying result with the least possible amount
of work.
The best new product is "Swirl Free
Polish" (the new products do not have
the traditional, confusing Meguiar's
product number, but the mfg. number for
a 32 oz. bottle is M-8232). This stuff
actually cleans as well as polishes (there
is a tradition of misleading naming to
respect, after all), and is much less
aggressive than No. 2, which had been
the first-line cleaner of choice. Used
with tan "Finishing Pads" (W-9000), it
seems to remove far less paint doing its
job than did No. 2, and can be followed
directly by Medallion without an
intermediate polishing step. And, it's
spatter is easier to clean up than is No.
2's. For those of us who keep our
exteriors in pretty good shape, this is the
best product to ever come along.
Swirl Free Polish's hand counterpart
is called "Hand Polish" (mfg. no. M8132). Use on ridges, edges and places
that can't be reached with a polishing
pad. It takes a lot of effort compared to
machine polishing, so if deep cleaning is
needed you might want to break out the
No. 2 followed by Hand Polish.
For deep machine cleaning, try the
new "Dual Action Cleaner Polish" (mfg.
no. 8332). This product swirls less than
No. 2, in part because it is usually used
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with the Finishing Pad instead of the
more aggressive yellow "Polishing" pad
(W-1000). If more aggressive cleaning is
needed than DA Cleaner Polish with a
Finishing Pad can provide, you can use it
with a more aggressive pad, such as the
maroon "Cutting Pad" (W-7000). In
other words, try a more aggressive pad
before going to a more aggressive
compound (for example, No. 1 Machine
Cleaner). Follow the DA Cleaner Polish
with a Swirl Free Polish step. On a
challenging car I recently detailed,
which literally changed color as the dirt
deep in the paint pores was cleaned out,
the only places I resorted to No. 2 (with
Polishing Pad) were rocker panels and an
area that had been rubbed in a parking
lot encounter (the latter requiring
repeated sessions so as not to overheat
the paint).
Kudos to Meguiar's for adopting a
velcro attach scheme for the pads
(excepting the small Polishing Pad (W6000). This saves some time and
considerable inconvenience.
The last new product you should have
in your arsenal is "Overspray Clay"
(mfg. no. C-2000). This clay is expensive (about $30), but one block should
last a lifetime or two. Use it on stubborn
raised imperfections in the paint (generally foreign matter that won't wash or
gently polish off, such as overspray or
tree sap). Simply spray on some No. 34
("Final Inspection") as a lubricant, and
slide the clay over the spot once or
twice. The imperfection is removed with
no damage to the paint! Even Zymol
users are swearing by this product.
Injector Inspector
One of the marvelous things about the
Northwest are all the artisans tucked out
of sight. This extends from woodworkers
to glassblowers to practitioners of the
mechanical arts.
I had occasion to meet one of the
latter when the mechanical injection
pump in one of my cars seemingly (and
in fact had) frozen up (it was a Bosch
pump, quite similar to a 2002tii

Kugelfischer). There is only one person
around these parts who works on
gasoline injection pumps, and that is
Wes Ingram of Ingram Enterprises.
His true passion is racing Spicainjected Alfas, and he has developed a
number of modifications to nearly
double the output of their engines. But
all gasoline injection pumps have more
similarities than differences, and
inevitably he found people bringing in
Bosch and Kugelfischer pumps, and he
took pity on them. He even developed
his own modification of the tii
Kugelfischer, a progressive enrichment
linkage, which with a timing change (on
an already breathed-on engine) yielded a
33% improvement in measured rearwheel horsepower. And he does measure
horsepower and emissions to test his
creations, in contrast to some tuning
shops' theoretical, hypothetical or
mythological representations of gains.
Wes cleaned and inspected my
injectors, and they were within 3% of
new spec, so my fears that the pump had
to come out were confirmed.
After spending two hours wrestling
out the pump, I was quite curious how it
worked. I opened as much of it as I was
comfortable with, and actually identified
and repaired most of the trouble. But the
rack felt stiff, so I brought it down to
Ingram's shop.
An injection pump is a Swiss watch
doing an hourglass 's job. Wes took the
time to answer my questions about how
the pump works, and I remain amazed at
its sophistication. It has two cams; one
looks like the camshaft in your cylinder
head and works plungers (pistons on a
tii), and the other is a "three dimensional
cam," which works independently of the
former. The latter is literally a physical
injection map, completely analogous to
the electronic map stored in the ROM of
an electronic injection computer.
Centrifugal weights measuring engine
RPM, throttle position, water temperature, and on some pumps barometric
pressure and vacuum, determine how the
cam is rotated and moved longitudinally.

A linkage measures the height of the
cam under it and translates this into rack
movement. The rack turns the injector
plungers, determining how much fuel
they meter (through a complex inlet
pattern) and thus the mixture.
This is the kind of mechanical device
which obviously took decades to perfect
and :Vhich r~quires the type of extremely
detailed engmeering and machining
work at which the Germans always
excelled but which nobody can afford
any more. Realistically, electronics are
cheaper and more flexible . But in the
hands of an artisan, the mechanical
~ystems can be made to really sing; there
is no reason they cannot perform as well
as their cybernetic brethren, and face it,
they are far more romantic.
What these pumps don't like is sitting
around. The most common problem on
tii pumps is the little pistons seizing
(Steve Worthington talked me through
this when I tackled Lee Rombaugh's),
and two of the plungers on my Bosch
pump had in fact seized (it had only run
a few times in three years). When a
plunger freezes not only is the corresponding cylinder deprived of fuel, but
the rack won't move so there is no
control over mixture. I don't know what
the preventative is, but probably part of
stonng a mechanically-injected car
shoul~ be pi.ckling the pump, perhaps by
pumpmg a hght oil through it to displace
the gasoline.
Murphy Was a Bavarian
. Those of you who get BMW Magazme know that it is a lot of chestthumping blended with pretty pictures
and a thimble of content. The 2/96 issue
continued this tradition with a piece
titled, "Where there 's no room for
chance." This discusses the elaborate
measures taken to test high-tech systems
on new BMW designs to ensure the
complete reliability we have all come to
enjoy. Particularly appropriate was the
following, to be found on page 50:
"[B]ut despite these advanes it's still
too early to celebrate the passing of
Murphy 's Law, which states that if
something can go wrong, sooner or later
it will."
. Perhaps BMW's high-tech budget
will, m the future, include the advane of
the spell-checker.

Fantastic Day
at Bellevue BMW

many worn down brake pads, cracking
hoses, and oil leaks were found. When
':as. the last time you checked your
tlmmg belt?
Just imagine if you dare, while we are
all trying to become one with our
BMWs, a full spread of food including a
vegetable platter and hamburgers
peacefully coexisting. But wait, there's
more . .. a raffle - or better yet a "give
everyone who came something to take
home .." I am now sporting a new Z3 cap.
This event was a testimony to Peter
Kahl and his staff in the Bellevue BMW
service department. It was organized,
concise, and informative. Thank you
Bellevue BMW, Peter Kahl, and everyone else who made this day a success.
- Hugh Golden

The technical session at Bellevue
BMW was a tremendously informative
and fun afte~oon! As predicted in my
prev10us article, spending a sunny
Saturday afternoon underneath BMW s
with fellow club members is in fact a
transcending experience. Fifteen club
members attended with a very diverse
represen~ation of the BMW marque Kevm Hill and his 1973 2002 with
221,549 miles as well as Roger Wheelis
who is expecting his first, a 1996 M3 .
As members arrived, Linda Ross our
tec~ical adviser for the day, completed
service write-up sheets for every car.
Each car was then brought into Bellevue
BMW's service garage and lifted for an
inspection. The inspection was performed by a certified BMW mechanic
the vehicle's owner, and whom-ever el~e
wanted to tag along. The inspector
checked the operation of all lights and
continuity of the body. Then the undercarriage was scrutinized from the engine
bay back to the tail pipe. There were
some interesting discoveries made.
Maintenance issues were also raised;

FROM HEADLIGHTS
TO TAILPIPES •••
We have ii all for your BMW!
Our latest 100 page catalog is
packed with the most current BMW
replacement parts and attermarket
accessories. We have expanded our
performance section, and added more
Tech Tips and Product Pointers than ever
before. You can always count on our same day
shipping, knowledgeable sales staff and everyday low pricing.

iI_I 8UtOSpOrt
BAVARIAN

.,4 '95 • '96 EDITION

FREE BMW CATALOG

Order Today:

1-800-535-2002

275 Const1tut1on Avenue. Portsmouth , New Hampshire 03801-5664 • Fax Orders: 1-800-507-2002

SERVICE

_CENTER

Auto Detailing
Meticulous Care for The Owner Who Expects It!
Showroom Quality Results • We Protect Your Investments
Only The Finest Products - Meguiar's
10% Discount on Meguiar's Products for Club Members

a Delivery
622 9800

Pick-Up
Downtown
next toPl.)
Freeway
Park
7th
Ave. (Hubbell
& Seneca

•

Member
of Professional
Detailing
Associaiton
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High Performance Driving Schools
Last
School
June 8
SIR
Lots of Fun!

Date
Place
Verdict

Tires
PLUS
Discounters
of HIGH
,~,,~,~PERFORMANCE

f'i\r;
"'?,~"1l•

TIRES
& WHEELS

PRICE:
Low Discount Prices.

SELECTION: Over 4,000 tires in stock
- Pirelli, Goodyear, Yokohama, Bridgestone, Michelin, B.F. Goodrich, and
Cooper.
SERVICE: Friendly, informed sales
people; FREE tire mounting using
European Tire Machines for Touchless
Mag Wheel Mounting. All wheels are
hand torqued to manufacturer's specs.
12540 N.E. 124th Street
;Kirkland (Totem Lake)

l(":I

~

C::J

811·9100

13310 Bel-Red Road
Bellevue (Next to Olympic
Boats, behind JB Factory Carpets)

641·7300

11,00I ilstill cndil plM O.A.C. _. 1t •OllC'f dowll.
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Next
School
October 26
Bremerton
Be There!

!l
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Sequential M Transmission
or
You Too Can Shift Like Michael Schumacher
by David Lightfoot
The current BMW M3 is certainly
one of the world's great cars. It outperforms pure sports cars at half the price.
It has been lauded in the automotive
press worldwide, and with good reason,
it is extraordinary. Now, BMW, never
one to rest, ups the ante still further. This
time with the new Sequential M Transmission inspired by Formula 1 race cars.
The Sequential M Transmission is a
manual transmission with shifting
performed via electronics and hydraulics. The driver can chose to drive it like
a fully automatic transmission or can
shift gears manually. There is no clutch.
There is also no torque converter, as
would be found on an automatic transmission, thus eliminating the mechanical
inefficiency of a torque converter.
How It Works
When starting the engine the driver
presses on the brake pedal and makes
sure to select position 0 . ( With BMW's
Jove of acronyms, I suggest this feature
be dubbed AADD: Anti-Audi Driver
Dumkopf system.) 0 is for Neutral,
nada, nothing. From there, the driver can
chose the E mode which stands for
Economy. The E mode is fully automatic. In position E the transmission
shifts gears as a function of gas pedal
position and speed. There is a winter
mode, as in current BMW automatics,
indicated by an asterisk or star which
indicates a snowflake. In snowflake
mode the transmission starts in second
gear and, as the press release says, "the
clutch cutting in particularly smoothly
and sensitively." Maybe I'm just a '90s
kind of guy, but I've always been
especially fond the sensitive clutches. It
gets better.
"On the road, lateral and longitudinal
acceleration sensors determine your
current driving conditions (e.g. whether
you are taking a bend or driving in the
mountains), automatically applying the
readings obtained to the shift programs."
Current BMW automatics adjust to your
driving style, but this takes it a step
further. And how the car knows you're in
the mountains I don 't know, but I
wouldn't put it past BMW to put an
altimeter in the system. Maybe it reads
barometric pressure? I expect future
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evolutions of this system to monitor the
weather (it's sunny, shall we flog it?), the
driver's mood and whether you've taken
your Prozac today. Thus is the state of
progress: from mood rings and l 602s in
the 1960s to this thirty years later.
Oh, yes. Back to the transmission. To
drive leisurely while in E mode, the
driver backs off the gas pedal once at a
certain speed and the transmission
upshifts. If you want to boot it, keep the
gas floored and the transmission upshifts
as the engine nears red line. To prevent
over-revving, the transmission control
unit intervenes in the engine management and either retards the ignition or
cancels out one of the cylinders. The
upshifts last only 250 milliseconds;
faster than any of us. Faster than
Schumacher.
If you want to shift yourself, select S
for Sport. The six speeds are not arranged in the usual double-H pattern.
Upshifts are accomplished by pulling
back on the shift lever; push forward for
downshifts . The driver can skip a gear by
pulling or pushing the lever several
times in a row. The gear selection is
compared to vehicle speed to make sure
the engine is not mechanically overrevved. There are a number of M3s
around that could have saved a crop of
bent valves with this feature. Engine
speed is monitored so that downshifts

will not cause a loss of control due to
engine compression braking.
The Sequential M Transmission has
one more selection the driver can make:
R for Reverse. There is no P for Park. A
display at the bottom of the tachometer
shows the driving program selected, the
current gear selected and the opportunity
to shift up or down (in 1st only up is
indicated, in 6th only down is available).
The oil temperature gauge normally
found in this spot is omitted on the M3
with Sequential M Transmission.
The transmission has a few other
tricks it performs. When in S mode, a
red telltale signals the driver when to
upshift when maximum engine speed in
nearing. Whenever the brakes are
applied hard in an emergency situation,
the transmission automatically chooses
the right gear after braking. Even in
manual mode, the transmission shifts
back to first gear after having come to a
stop. To accelerate away, simply press
the gas. When downshifting, the transmission automatically gives gas briefly
between gears. That's right; this thing
can heel and toe.
How Do They Do That?
The "brains" behind this new system
are provided by the MSS50 control unit
developed by BMW M GmbH and the
transmission's own control unit. The two

1997 M3 Sequential M Transmission.

units are connected by a high-performance data bus. The six forward gears
are shifted hydraulically, the selector
lever features two shift levels or planes,
one for automatic and one for manual.
Incorporating a potentiometer and
several micro-switches activated by the
selector lever, the transmission management unit is able to determine the
position of the selector lever and the
plane currently in use (E, 0 , or S). To
shift gears, the control unit activates the
appropriate magnetic valves incorporated in the overall hydraulic system one
after the other.
This allows the hydraulic fluid under
high pressure to flow into the clutch
master cylinder via a magnetic valve,
operating the clutch in the process. The
next step is to activate two hydraulic
cylinders in the hydraulic transmission
unit by way of two additional magnetic
valves. Fastened directly to the transmission housing, these cylinders perform
the functions otherwise taken care of by
the shift lever on a conventional manual
transmission.
The cylinders shift gears by turning
the main shift shaft leading into the
transmission into the appropriate shift
plane, the shift shaft then being moved

spouse that won't drive a manual? No
problem. Like a manual for spirited
driving but the clutch becomes a bother
when commuting to and from work in
heavy traffic? Have it both ways.
The Sequential M Transmission will
be available on the 1997 M3 . No word
on price yet. The conventional six speed
mamial will also still be available for
you purists.

up or down in order to activate the
appropriate gear. It is irrelevant in this
context whether the shift shaft is in
position E or S.
Another feature of the Sequential M
Transmission is to detect application of
the brakes via ABS, the position and any
application of the gas pedal being
registered by means of the gas pedal
potentiometer. In the event of a malfunction involving the sensors of the control
unit, the system immediately retrieves a
signal from the second control unit, in
this way ensuring optimum operating
safety and reliability at all times.
Another safety feature deals with
downshifts. Engine speed is monitored
so that downshifts will not cause a loss
of control due to engine compression
braking.
Advantages
There are advantages besides the
safety features mentioned. The potential
of the M3 engine is more fully realized
using this transmission. Selection of the
wrong gear is made virtually impossible.
Transmission life is also prolonged due
to the ultra-precise gearshift management. Probably best of all is the "have
your cake and eat it too" aspect. Have a

R for Reverse, 0 for Neutral, E for Economy
(Automatic) and S for Sport (Manual).

--== --=
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SERVICE
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Gordon Kortlever
OMW Specialist
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Mercer Island, Washington
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On July 28 1h the Club held its annual
Concours d'Elegance. This is our biggest
event of the year and drew, as always, a
large crowd. This was our second year at
the Mercer Island Lid Park, which seems
to be a near perfect location. The central
location and beautiful setting helped
bring a lot of people out to the event.
The weather also cooperated with sunny
skies and temperatures in the 80s.
Although the Concours uses a
successful formula, we are always
willing to try new ideas to improve the
event. This year event chairman Al
Lancaster added a display only class for
those who didn't want their car judged,
but wanted an event dash plaque. Al also
added two new classes for the Concours;
air cooled for the Isettas, and split the
big cars into coupe and sedan classes.
We had a nice display of dealer cars
and vintage BMWs in the center of the
field. BMW Seattle brought out a new
528i and Annie Norman's red Z3 .
Bellevue BMW brought out a black Z3
with a rear spoiler. And member Fritz
Getcher brought his 502 sedan. A
number of other vintage BMW s tried to
make it, but were unable to due to
mechanical problems.
The coloring contest for the children
wasn't new, but has become more
popular than ever. Over thirty children
entered. Many of the kids won prizes for
their drawings. The prizes included
BMW Olympic pins provided by
Bellevue BMW, BMW Olympic posters
provided by BMW Seattle, and model
BMWs and candy provided by the club.
The coloring contest was presided over
by Mary Balzarini .
The Cars
The big coupe class, 6 and 8-series,
had five entrants. Curiously, Bill
Lindeman and Russell Poffenroth both
entered 1988 M6s, both of which were
red and had light gray leather. They
checked their production numbers and
found them to be only two apart. Their
registration numbers for the Concours
were also two apart. There's a message
here somewhere, but I'm not sure what it
is. The Melroses brought two 6-series
cars, including the class winner. This
class also included the Spectators'
Choice winner, Tim Carter's beautiful
'9 1 850i with BIG wheels.
The big sedan class has been one of
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by David Lightfoot

the biggest the past few years. Not so
this time with only three entrants. All
three cars were black. Marcus Schack
decided to enter only the day before,
spent only a couple of hours cleaning,
and managed to win.
The 3-series class has been small the
last couple of years, odd being this is the
best selling series. This year that
changed as the 3s were the biggest class.
And the most diverse. Brian and Karen
Horne entered their two-week-old Z3, in
James Bond blue. Ty and Diana Moore
brought their red convertible with roll
bar. The "friends of the aftermarket"
contingent was in this class. Several cars
sported enormous wheels and tires. But
the most radical car was Wahyudi
Chandradinata's yellow M3 . This car
featured a supercharger, 17 inch
Schnitzer wheels, and an incredible
amount of carbon fiber. Including a
grass-clipping front air dam, a huge rear
wing, a stress bar, an engine cover and
most of the interior trim pieces. Yes, all
out of carbon fiber with a clear finish.
However, the judges were not swayed.
Stock, white 3-series cars took the class.
And the class winner, John Nickerson 's
immaculate 325is, also won Best of
Show.
The Vintage class was all 2002s save
one coupe. Lubo Dolak's bright red race
car took the class. Charter member
David Heard's beautiful Malaga (burgundy) 2002 took second, and was
notable for its extraordinary finish .
Sentimental favorite was Joe Feldhaus '
blue 2000CS, which used to belong to
Joe's father, won Entrants' Choice.
Ah, the air cooled cars. We had three
Isetta 300s and one 600. Bob
Hemmerlin's 600 won the class. The
queen of hearts was probably Bill
Darland's red Isetta, which was complete
with the smallest boat trailer ever seen,
towing a tiny boat, with a miniscule
outboard motor. The Isettas were a big
hit; thanks to Milo Johnstone for
organizing their participation. Come
back next year!
Thanks
An event of this magnitude doesn 't
just happen, of course. A tremendous
amount of hard work by Al and Bea
Lancaster made it happen. Al was out at
the event site setting up on Friday,
helped the Jaguar club on Saturday, and

was the first one there on Sunday morning and the last to leave. Thanks, Al and
Bea. Also, thanks to all of the judges and
volunteers who helped at the event.
Thanks to Exeter Garage for their booth
and donations. Thanks to Bellevue
BMW and BMW Seattle for their
display cars and donations of prizes. And
thanks to Gembardella's Pasta Bella for
the great food concession. And finally,
thanks to all of the participants for all
the hard work put into making their cars
beautiful for all of us to appreciate.
1

1996 Concours d Elegance
Results
Best of Show
John Nickerson

1987 325is

White

Entrants' Choice
1966 2000CS Blue

Joe Feldhaus

Spectators' Choice
Tim Carter

1991 850i

White

Late Coupes
1. Steve Melrose

1984 633CSi

2. Russell Poffenroth 1988 M6

Bahama
Beige
Red

Late Sedans
1. Marcus Schack
2. Keith Elliott

1987 535i
1984 533i

Diamond
Black
Black

3-Series
1. John Nickerson
2. Tony Niolu

1987 325is
1991 318is

White
White

Vintage
1. Lubo Dolak
2. David Heard

1971 2002ti
1973 2002

Red
Malaga

Air Cooled
1. Bob Hemmerlin
2. Marc Moreland

1958 600
1957 300

White
Green

Parts for all BMW Models
specializing in
2002 and Coupe Restoratian

~~

Call for Discuunt Prices on:
OEM Parts, Bi/stein, Suspension Tech. Equipment
NLA and Hard to Find Parts
ORDER DESK (800) 466-8184
FAX (619) 488-0972

RC Motorsport
CNPR/ La Jolla Independent BMW
710 Turquoise Street• I.a Jolla, CA 92109

Technik
edited by Greg Mierz
Motor oil and additives are a topic of
consistent debate between car owners/
gearheads and the like. There's the
synthetic Vs dino oil debate and the
wonders of the many "snake-oil additives." One article I've read stated there
were over 40 different oil additives with
just about that many claims. Tune in on
late night TV and see the many
"infomercials" showing motors without
oil running, motors without oil pans
running down the highway and such.
What are we to believe is best for our
dear BMW engines?
Consumer Reports recently ran a oil
test using NY city taxicabs. Their
premise was to see if the traditional
every 3000 mile oil change rule was
valid with the current standard of oils.
Chevy taxis running around NY streets
may not be the same stress as a day at

the track at 6000 rpm but certain
conclusions can be made and were. With
SH ( the latest ) API standard, all the oils
tested were just fine . The 3000 mile
change "standard" that many believe in,
is conservative by CR testing. They say
the 7500 mile standard that many
manufacturers have is quite adequate.
Their test really wasn't designed to see if
synthetics would go longer, but it would
sure seem that 7500 miles with dino oils
would give a margin of safety considering the greater staying power of synthetics. If you use synthetics, and many do,
it would seem okay to go to the manufacturers' 7500 miles recommendation.
Very long time club member Dan Patzer
took his 732 motor apart after 250,000
miles simply because he's the curious
type. There was nothing wrong with the
motor and the hone marks were still

NEW MEMBERS
Member

Referred By

BMWs

Constance & William Bonar
Joe Lui
Tony & Mary Atkinson
Deborah Allison
Aimee Bell
Susan Moran
Kai Kaltenbach
Cathy White
Robert Mimbu
Bill & Jina Falcon
Peter Hoagland
Tim Binner
Rick Utt
Phuong Au
James & Alice Mainor

BMW Seattle
BMW Seattle
Internet
BMW Seattle
Lightfoots
Drivers' School
Request
BMW Seattle
BMW Seattle
Request
SOVREN Race
Request
BMW Seattle

'65
'79
'85
'85
'83

i800
733i
635csi
535i
733i

'95
'96
'85
'85
'73
'96
'96

M3
328i
535i
635csi
2002tii
318ti
318ti

C.C. Tillett
Richard & Beverly Merrell
Mark Takisaki
John W. Schultz
Jeff Huang
Linda Wilmer & Jim
Douglas & Linda Dulin
Ian Parsons

BMW
BMW
BMW
BMW
BMW

lmre Nagy, Jr.
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle

Comp Card
Comp Card

'95 M3
'82 633csi
'80 320is
'84 733i
'97 540i
'80 325ic
'90 535i
'91 525i
'87 635csi
745i

there on the cylinder walls and the
rockers and shafts were within specs.
Dan has always used Mobil 1 in this car.
Slick 50, the name is heard everywhere. But is it or any of the many oil
additives worth a dime? The research
I've done, searching all the Internet and
other sources, says that all PTFE
(Tefl,on) products are to be avoided.
PTFE is Teflon particles suspended in
regular oil and can do more harm than
good. The Teflon particles get filtered
out by any good oil filter. I know that for
sure; both my brother and I have tried
them. We both have cleanable oil filters,
he has an Oberg and I have a System
One. Slick 50 clogged and ruined one of
the stainless steel filter screen, he
couldn't get the crap out. I tried T-plus
(same PTFE crap) and it was all over the
screen at the next oil change. There are
reports of clogged oil galleries from the
stuff. Avoid it and any other PTFE oil
additives. The second type of additives
are products that contain zinc
dialkydithiophosphate. This additive is
part of any good oil's additive package
and really offers no added protection.
The third type of additive is just more of
the additives that regular oil has and
again isn't worth spending any money
on. The fourth type of additive is a
detergent/solvent type. As good BMW
owners we don't go two years or 20,000
miles between changes, so a sludge
remover is something we don't need.
Consumer Reports also says that Slick
50 isn't of any value. I've even seen
recent statements that the FTC is seeking
to get Slick 50 and its parent company
Quaker State to redo their claims about
the product.
My best advice is this: use a quality
oil, either dino or synthetic of SH API
status, in the proper grade as recommended by BMW. Use BMW oil filters
if at all possible, they aren't really much
more expensive but are better built. And
don't use any additives. How often you
change your oil is still be up to you, but
using the longer manufacturers' intervals
seems okay for most usage.
Greg Mierz
GregM2002@aol.com
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Working Out
The Details
•
Detailing Seminar at
Exeter Garage
by Brian Horne

There is an affliction that besets some
owners of automobiles. The severity can
be linked to the value and newness of the
car, but this doesn't necessarily hold true
in every case. The really hard core start
young polishing up their bicycle, or
mini-bike or even the unsuspecting toy
cars that came down the chimney. The
only treatment for this strange malady is
to work it out in therapy. The only
effective therapy is rapid and effective
rubbing of auto paint.
Now, you might think that there
would be a program devised by those in
the know to treat these unfortunates. But
sadly, there hasn't been public attention
paid to this class of victim. But, the club
is fortunate to have as a resource: Dennis
Noland of the Exeter Garage in Seattle.
Every year Dennis hosts a detailing
seminar at his shop to pass along tips
and techniques his staff use every day to
professionally detail cars for Exeter
customers. Dennis shares this knowledge
because he cares about the afflicted, and
wants them to get better.
The session was held in the detailing
bay at Exeter Garage, and Mary Noland
manned the generous supply of coffee,

doughnuts and juice provided for
attendees. Those who brought their
favorite transportation were treated to
complimentary valet parking in the safe
confines of the garage. Mary also
provided her 1984 Mercedes l 90E as a
demonstration vehicle for interior leather
and vinyl cleaning. Of particular note
was the condition of the exterior paint on
the car. Years of careful maintenance
have preserved the finish in a like-new
state. Those who have been rubbing for
years were truly impressed and gained
renewed validation of their pursuit.
Dennis started off the session by
explaining basic car washing techniques.
He stressed the importance of using
proper technique and equipment. A mitt
should be used that allows the particles
of dirt to be taken away from the finish
surface. Proper car "shampoo" is very
important so the paint is not harmed by
harsh cleaners. Dishwashing soap is
tempting to use because of its availabil-

Dennis uses a paint thickness meter.
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ity, but it is very alkaline and will harm
the finish. Dennis uses Meguiar's #00
Hi-Tech Wash which is pH balanced and
very gentle on the paint. He also
revealed a great method of rinsing your
car. When the car has been completely
washed and is ready for drying, remove
the spray nozzle from the hose and
"flood" the surface- starting at the top
and working down to the hood and trunk,
and then the sides and fenders . If the
surface is clean the water will sheet off
and leave much less moisture on the car
to wipe off. This really works and is a
great time saver.
Next up was Floyd Stern who
explained exterior detailing steps. The
first concern was making sure that the
surface is free of particles and contaminants. If you haven't washed the car
recently you need to remove the dust so
that it doesn't scratch the surface. You
can do this by washing the car, or by
using Meguiar's "Final Inspection" (also
known as "Quick Detailer"). In conjunction with this step you can also use the
overspray removal clay. This is an actual
block of clay that is moved across the
surface with Final Inspection as lubricant. This is a long time paint shop and
detailer's secret for ultimate cleaning. It
takes a few tries to master, but is a
simple step that should be put into the
annual cycle of cleaning.
Floyd and Dennis also brought out the
paint thickness meter which is used to
check how much finish there is to work
with. A key tenet of car finish care is to
start with the least intrusive product and
work your way up until the problem is
solved. There are some scratches that
can't be taken out because they are too
deep into the finish. The only thing you
can do is buff them a little to smooth
them out- and then live with them. If
they are through to the metal then you

have to touch-up or apply new paint. The
small surface scratches can be worked
out but at the expense of finish thickness. This is why it is so important to
take the best care of the finish as
possible. If you don't add to the problem
by creating scratches while washing or
waxing, then the paint will last much
longer. In addition to this, if you use the
products that rejuvenate and protect the
paint (waxes and products that feed the
paint such as "Show Car Glaze" #7) the
finish will remain healthy and vibrant.
There was a good question asked
during this point in the session about
wearing away the finish; "Are you better
off to not use the scratch removers or do
any buffing so that you don't remove
finish?" Dennis explained that while you
do remove some finish by buffing out

lives there. It 's this stuff that really wears
the seats and shortens their life. To
revitalize the leather Robert used
Meguiar's Medallion "Premium Leather
Care ."
Throughout the session lots of handson was offered which was a great
opportunity to test out various buffing
machines. Most professional shops use
the dual-action buffers such as the
random orbital Porter Cable 7336 (which
sells for $149.95 at Tool Town). It uses
the threaded spindle pads with the hard
plastic backing. Floyd issued a serious
warning about running the Porter Cable
at high speed-don't do it! For most, the
professional dual-action buffers would
take some practice to use effectively and
safely. If your therapy has moved into
the machine phase and you want to use

Dennis Nolan explains the use of the buffer.

scratches, if it's done carefully, and
attention is paid to the finish thickness
the appearance will be enhanced without
endangering longevity. When you factor
in maintenance that is done along with
the enhancement steps you will be
adding to the life of the finish . Neglect
or improper maintenance will shorten
the life.
The interior of the car needs to be
paid attention to also, and for that
Dennis introduced Robert Hansford who
demonstrated the care and feeding of
leather and vinyl. To clean the leather
Robert used Lexol cleaner and Lexol
conditioner (2 separate products). To
clean vinyl such as door interiors and
dash boards he used Meguiar's #39
Heavy Duty Vinyl Cleaner, and #40
Vinyl Conditioner. Robert stressed the
importance of cleaning in all the folds of
the seats to get out the dirt and grit that

the professional machine, you should
offer to test it on the neighbor's car.
Black & Decker makes a consumer
oriented "Handy Buffer" (available at
Al 's Auto Supply for $49.99) which is a
random orbital machine and much easier
for mere mortals to use-although it
takes more time. The B&D random
orbital works like a hand sander and
vibrates like the dickens. Cloth or foam
bonnets with elastic are wrapped around
a permanently affixed foam pad, and if
you don 't turn off the machine when you
lift it from the surface the bonnet will fly
off and smack your neighbor in the face.
Or worse, end up on the ground (a quick
disposal ritual involving fire must be
performed in this case).
The participants in this year's session
left with good instruction on how to care
for their BMW (and other vehicles too),
and some purchased Meguiar's products

(including applicators and buffing pads)
that Dennis sells retail out of his Seattle
location. Dennis and his detailing staff
are great sources for advice and information, and he stocks most of the Meguiar 's
line- especially the hard to find
products that the parts stores don 't have.
You can also take advantage of the 10%
club tdiscount that is offered. He also
carries some bulk (gallon) stock if you
really want to get serious. For those who
want all this done to their BMW, but
don 't want to do it themselves, The
Exeter Garage will be happy to schedule
an appointment for a private detailing
session with your car- just call.
Dennis Noland's Basic Meguiar's
Necessities.
Use the following as a guide for
starting your shelf of protectants and
maintenance products. If you look for
these products in the local stores, there
is usually a mix of the professional (light
tan bottles) and consumer (Medallionblack, or deep red) lines. Some of these
products are the same and have just been
repackaged for the consumer line. If this
gets confusing just call Dennis and he
will send you a price list and fix you up
with the proper product for your application.
Hand Applications
#00 Hi-Tech Wash (light tan bottle)
Spun Gold Wash Mitt
Medallion Premium Paint Cleaner
(black bottle)
Medallion Premium Paint Protection
(black bottle)
Quick Detailer (red Bottle - for
between washings)
Terry towels for drying, polishing and
buffing.
Machine Applications (with Porter Cable
Dual-A ction or Black & Decker Handy
Buffer)
• #00 Hi-Tech Wash (light tan bottle)
• Spun Gold Wash Mitt
• #02 Fine Cut Cleaner (light tan bottle)
Use with W-6000 finish pad. Keep a
separate pad for each product and mark
the back with a permanent felt pen.
Store the pads in a zip lock bag to keep
them from drying out.
• #7 Show Car Glaze (light tan bottle)
• # 16 Blue Paste Wax or #26 Yellow
Paste Wax (personal preference)
The waxes can be hand or machine
applied (at low speeds!)
• Terry towels for drying, polishing and
buffing.
1996 August ZUNDFOLGE
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3 Could Hurt
Profits
The launch of the
next generation 31997 3-series shows minor changes.
series in late 1997
could hurt BMW's profits, according to German analysts. The 3-series
accounts for 70% of BMW's sales. Sales are expected to slow as the
launch of the new version gets closer and profits could drop. BMW had a
The conservatively styled new 5 Touring.
taste of the problem when sales of the 3 stalled in Europe in the first
quarter of 1996. CEO Bernd Pischetrieder blamed the poor performance
on the introduction of the new 5-series, but the handsome new Audi A4 probably had more to do with it.
To help bolster sales until the arrival of the new car, BMW will give the 3-series an uncharacteristic facelift for the '97 model year. It's a minor
restyling with the most obvious difference being the front kidneys, which will be made wider, lower and "softer."
BMW will also be launching the new 5-series Touring in early 1997, although it might make an early debut at the Paris Show in autumn 1996.
Like the current Touring, still in production, the styling is restrained, despite this market segment becoming increasingly design-led. The new Touring
will not be brought to the US. (Car)

Spartanburg Goes Exclusively 23
Struggl ing to meet worldwide demand for the Z3, BMW has decided
to stop production of the 3-series in Spartanburg so that 100% of
capacity can be devoted to Z3 production. An additional 200
to 250 Z3s per week shou ld resu lt . Currently the
p lant builds about 800 Z3s a day. Most of the
Z3s bui lt to date, 60%, have gone to Europe.
with Germany getting the lion's share. To
appease US consumers, right-hand-drive Z3
production is being deferred so that more lefthand-drive models can be built for the US. Righthand-drive markets, primarily Britain and Japa ,
wil l have to wait unti l the end of this year for their f irst Z3s. (Au-toWeek)

++++Fast Cars+++++++++
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JOIN THE BMW CLUB!!
If you own a BMW, membership in the BMW Automobile Club of America will be
invaluable. Members receive exclusive benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•

Discounts at dozens of local businesses
Zundfolge, the club's monthly magazine
Tours, tech sessions, social activities
Participation in high performance driving schools
Credit union membership, and more . . .
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The new M3 for 1997 will be available,
with a sequential transmission. The
transmission uses a conventional gearshift lever but no clutch. Shifts are said to
be very clean and astonishingly quick.
If the S40 with six speed isn't fast
enough for you, just wait. BMW is preparing the MS version of the new S-series.
A 4.9 liter version of the VS should be
good for 37S horsepower. The sequential
gearbox will also be available in the MS.
And the little hatchback is scheduled
to get a six cylinder motor. Scheduled for
March '97 release is the 323ti. This
version of the ti would have 170 hp. Still
under consideration is the M Compact for
Europe. This little bomb would be, if
approved, the ti (Compact in Europe)
with the 321 hp M3 motor. Performance
would be equal to the Porsche 911 but at
half the price. (Car)

:>-New 3-Series
Coming
The new 3-series,
E46, will make its debut
at the Frankfurt Motor
Show in September
1997. A US debut in
Spring or Summer 1998

L~~;·======~===:!:::!!!!~~:l

as a 1999 The
model
is
probable.
3-series
I
The 3-series sedan will be introduced first.
accounts for 70% of
New convertible practically defines elegance.
BMW's unit sales, so a
new version is always
important to the
company.
As one might expect,
the new 3 will be an
evolution of the existing 3 and will incorporate some of the styling elements from the new
5-series. The most
prominent feature borrowed from the 5 will be the integration of the front kidneys into
the hood. There will be a strong horizontal line that will wrap around the entire car.
The sedan will appear first with coupe, Touring and convertible versions to follow.
Meanwhile, the old bodystyles will continue to be sold alongside the E46 sedan. The
ti/compact will continue, but will probably be rebadged as a 2-series.
The wheelbase will be slightly longer than the current 3, but the overall length will
be about the same. Rear seat legroom will be marginally improved.
Engines will be largely the same as currently used. The suspension will also carry
over, although many of the susupension components will be made of aluminum rather
that steel, following the practice introduced with the new 5. (BMW Car)

Providing the Finest
Detailing Services
Since 1979
Hand Washing
Swirl-free Polish
Interior Shampoo
Concours Quality Detailing
Free local pick up and delivery
with full detail services

13600 N.E. 16th s~ Bellwue
(by Fum8Y,'• N.....,)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Short Wheell:1ase 1 is 6ack
The short wheelbase 740i, which was not sold in the US
market in 1996, is being re-introduced for 1997. It will, of course,
get the larger 4.4 liter V8. The 7-series lineup for 1997 is the
740i, the 740iL and the 750iL. The short wheelbase 740i was
dropped in '96 since the new 5-series has virtually the same
equipment as the 7. With the 7, one got more rear seat legroom.
How BMW will make a distinction between the 540i and the 740i
remains unclear. {AutoWeek)

Z3 Variants
The 2.8 liter motor will find its way into the Z3 roadster
beginning with October '96 production. By that time, the Spartanburg plant will be building Z3s exclusively. The M Roadster
with the M3 motor will start later. The decision on whether a
version of the M Roadster will be sold in the U.S. has not yet
been made.

c)c)c)M3 vs. The World
The British Car magazine recently comparison tested the M3
against the Acura NSX. Although the NSX is considered a supercar,
the M3 is lighter, has more power (321 hp vs. 274 hp) and is quicker
(0 to 62 mph in 5.5 vs. 5.9 seconds). The NSX outhandles the M3, but
not by much . And although the European M3 is expensive when
compared to our M3, it's about half the price of the NSX in Europe. A
BMW ad in the same issue pictures the M3 and the Mclaren F1 sideby-side with the caption, "You wait years for an engine to break 100
bhp per liter. Then two come along together." Actually it's three. the
new Ferrari engine does it too. Still, pretty good company.

2040 l 52nd Avenue N.E .
Bellevue/Redmond
Overtake area, serving the Eastside

Certified Technicians
Specializing in all
European and Luxury
Japanese Brands

(206) 746-7141
Rentalandloanercarand
free towing.

Experience the difference quality
workmanship and service makes.
• All mechanical works, factory scheduled
maintenance including extended
warranty work.
• With direct access to factory service
bulletins ensuring the job is done right the
first time .
• Quality workmanship, honesty & competitive pricing.
• Lifetime brake, radiator, muffler and rack
& pinion service.
• Windshield replacement.
Let us show you how to maintain
your BMW and avoid the
high cost of repairs.
For parts or service, please call Al.

We will beat any
written quality repair
estimate by

10-20%
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Interiors at BMW
Thomas Plath is the general manager of BMW's interior design department. He is a graduate of
the London Royal College of Art. He worked previously for Ford in Europe, Ford in the US and Mazda
in Japan before joining BMW in 1985. His first project was working on the interior of the curren'. E36
3-series. He became head of interior design in 1992 and in 1995 was given the added respons1b11ity
of head of computer-aided design. He gave his thoughts in a recent interview:
.
.
"Since BMW has quite a strong design identity, we are often asked about our design philosophy.
But it is very hard to describe such a philosophy. You have to live it. A design philosophy com~s
through in the way you handle details as well as in the overall design . the designer 1s responsible for
the way the customer looks at the product, much as an author leads a reader through a book."
When asked the most important criterion in designing an interior, Plath said , "The most important
criterion is the creation of harmony. That is often much more difficult to achieve in an interior than on
an exterior. In the interior, we have to deal with a large variety of components made of different
materials and having different functions, proportions and shapes."
On the voice of the customer: "Naturally, we take our customers' wishes very seriously. I would
say the contents of the design should be driven by the voice of the customer, but not the ~esign itself.
After all, we are professionals; what we do is design . But the customer can tell us about his ~ay-to
day needs, such as cupholders. And I must admit that the industry didn't take cupholders. seriously for
quite a time. Now, we know that those seemingly minor things are very important, sometimes more
important than engine reliability, which the customer takes for granted."
On cultural differences: "There is a certain amount of cultural swapping between America and
Europe. Fast food and drive-throughs are now common in .Germany as well as in the States. So,
· cupholders, for instance, are part of our
lives here as well. As for world cars, at
BMW, we still try to sell a European
car. Though we are more and more an
internationally oriented company, there
is a European feeling in our cars that
we wouldn 't like to lose. We try to
respond to cultural differences through
our choice of materials and colors."
(Automotive & Transportation Interiors)

)i--528 Wins Showdown

Car a Driver ran a comparison test
of seven cars they called, "Sedans for
the Working Rich ." All the cars in the
group are priced around $46,000. A
price, C&D claims, is twice what the
average new car costs in America,
but not so expensive that the
vehicles are other than daily drivers.
The test was particularly apt since
the new 5-series and the Mercedes Eclass were both recently introduced
to this market. The results :
1. BMW 528
2. Mercedes-Benz E320
3. Acura 3.SRL
4. Lexus GS300
5. Lincoln Continental
6. lnfiniti J30t
7. Cadillac SLS
The BMW was the smallest car of
the bunch and had the smallest
engine, but was the sportiest of all.
The writers called it a four-door
sports car. Specifically cited was the
excellent steering, the superior
handling and the best seating.

New designers visit an assembly line to
learn what workers have to deal with.

M3 Finally Wins in IMSA

M e g u ia r ,s
Red I ine

Mirror Glaze Professional Line

Synthetic Lubricants & Additives

PIA A

Professional Halogen Lamp Systems

Available along with other fine quality products & service from

Horton
. .'e.erformance
872-4559
8603 South 212th 'fJa Kent, WA
Located just off the 212th exit on Hwy. 167
~
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The M3s being campaigned b1:1
Protot1:1pe Technolog1:1 Group on behalf of
BMW NA finall1:1 have won a race in
IMSA's GTS-2 class. The victor1:1 came at
Sears Point on Jul1:1 14th. After so much
potential and no wins for a 1:1ear and a
half, the victor\:! was especiall1:1 sweet
since M3s took the top three spots . The
ke1:1 was running the all-new, lighter
"sprint" version of the M3. First place
wa s taken b1:1 52 1:1ear old Pete Halsmer.
Second went to 27 1:1ear old Bill
Auberlen. Boris Said , 34, was running
fifth but was able t o pick up two more
places in the last five minutes of the
race . BMW runs the stock M3 unibodies.
Most of their competitors ru n tube frame
cars, a big advantage . Halsmer is now
second in the drivers' championship. B1:1
shutting Porsche out of the top three
spots, BMW moves within t en points of
Porsche in the race for the manufacturers' championship .

Mobile Tradition>>>>>>
All five teams entered by BMW in the 1996
Mille Miglia finished. And the winner overall
was the BMW 328 MM Roadster from BMW
Mobile Tradition with Giuliano Cane' at the
wheel. One of the other cars entered was a
recently restored 328 streamlined Roadster
with Superleggera bodywork by Touring of
Milan. Its pilot was famous BMW engine
wizard, Paul Rosche. This car was built just
before WW II. It was an evolution of the 328s
raced in the 1940 Mille Miglia. The war
prevented its competition debut-until now.
BMW Mobile Tradition's white 328, much
admired at classic car events, has been joined
by another 328. This new roadster is an early
1937 model and is painted red. The perfect
restoration was completed at the renowned
Helmut Feierabend Car Restoration Company.
Seven items have been added to Mobile
Tradition's range of accessories. Getting them
in the US may be a challenge, but here they
are: A men's wristwatch featuring the 2002ti
speedometer as the face, about $165. A solid
sterling silver 1:87 scale BMW 328 on a wood
base, about $180. Polo and sweatshirts
embroidered with the BMW 2002. The polo is
about $65, the sweatshirt is about $100. Silk
ties with either the 328 or 2002, both about
$65. A coffee mug with the 328 motif made by
Rosenthal, about $40. And finally, to mark the
year of the roadster, a woman's silk scarf with
various BMW sportscars from the past, about
$100.
If you're wondering about all the 2002
stuff, Mobile Tradition is celebrating in 1996
not just the 60th anniversary of the 328, but
the 30th anniversary of the 2002. And
speaking of2002s, the front panels of all 02
models with narrow grille up to '73 are once
again available.
If you visit the BMW Museum, they have a
new display featuring the BMW navigation
system. A simulator allows you to enter a point
of departure and desired destination. The
system guides you on your "journey." The
technology is also explained.
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AUTO WRECKING
Specializing in New and Used Parts for

PO HS CHE

The Michelin Man

Front air bags are now almost
standard on cars and side bags are
coming quickly. Knee bags are coming
too, and air bags for rear seat passengers won't be far behind. Where will it
all end? The ultimate air bag is already
being tested . It is an inflatable driving
suit that is like a pair of overalls and
worn presumably with a helmet. The
suit is connected to a sensor that causes
the whole suit to inflate on impact.
Essentially, the driver wears a full-body
airbag! Sounds delightful, doesn't it?

BMW
ARLINGTON
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(360) 403-9800
18021 59th Ave. NE
Arlington, WA 98223
Across from
Arlington Airport Entrance

SAAR

EDMONDS
I
I
I
I
I I

(206) 771-4931
205th & Aurora
Edmonds , WA 98020
Across from
Aurora Village Costco
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Classified
Marketplace
Parts Wanted
Cars For Sale
1988 735i Auto 87,000 miles. White
with gray leather. $15,000, 206847-6219.

For a '72 2002tii, four good 15"
wheels with or without tires. A brake
power-assist, and a strut brace . Call
Alex Richter 206-391-31 27.

Deadline for the September issue
is August 28.
Classified Advertising Policy:
Classified ads are free to members
in good standing (paid up dues).
There is a $10 fee to non-members. Photo classifieds are $15 to
members, $25 to non-members.
Zundfolge staff reserves the right
to edit all classified ads. Ads must
be typed or neatly printed and sent
to Zundfo/ge, c/o Lucetta Lightfoot,
2641 39th Ave. W., Seattle, WA
98199. Attn: Classified ads. Make
checks payable to BMW ACA.

1987 325is 5 speed, 56,000 miles,
white with oxblood leather.
$11 ,500, 206-847-6219.
1985 735i. Black, cream interior,
mags, 5 spd ., Bilstein shocks,
sunroof, climate control, cruise
control, AM/FM/CD . Immaculate
condition, $8,999 must sell. Call
Tony at 644-7770.
1981 745i Turbo, low miles, as new
- pristine example of the best Qship. 759-4999.
1972 2002 Touring. Rare hatchback 02. One of about 40 in North
America. Needs paint, mechanically sound. Price reduced to
$3500. David or Lucetta 282-2641 .

Parts For Sale
Almost new, grey car cover for a
1989 BMW 735i . Excellent condition!! Moving and must sell! New
$180, will sell $85 . Renee Peterson
206-672-0736.
Five 17 x 8 Hockenheim-R wheels
in perfect condition (less than
1000 miles). Used on 1995 M3 and
will fit all E-36 models. Will sell four
or five for $200 ea. Burke de Briere
814-6109 (w) or 814-9380 (h) .
Factory alloy wheels for 320i, $150
for 4. Also, steel wheels for 320i
with tires, $100 for 4. Kamei air
dam for 320i, free . Differential for
320i, new $200. David or Lucetta,
282-2641.
New BMW Wolf Bra for 325 (19841992). Never used, in original box.
$50. Call Caren 206-523-9664.
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Suspension & Brake Systems
Tune Ups to Complete Rebuilds
Emission Specialist
Clutch & Transmission
Electrical Troubleshooting

325112 Railroad Ave. South
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 859-8553 Fax 859-3441
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BMW Service Inspection I or .II

:
I
I
I
I

Determined by the Service Interval indicator in your vehicle or at approximately 15,000-mile or 12-month intervals.
Ask your Service Advisor for details .

I

This service includes:
All operations recommended by BMW. A complete listing of operations for your vehicle can be found in your
Owner's Service Warranty information Manual-or ask your Service Advisor for a BMW Inspection II Service Maintenance checklist.

:

15°/oOFFLABOR&PARTS

1
1

:
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:

Free Loaner Special

:

I
I
I

This coupon is good for a free loaner
during all scheduled Inspection I, II, or other
recommended maintenance services.

I
I
I

I
I
I

Call your Service Advisor for details.

I
I
I
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,---------------------,
:

BMW Annual Body Inspection

:

I
I
I

To maintain your BMW 6-year rust perforation warranty.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

• Inspect the body and undercarriage
• Clean and reapply undercoating as required.

This service includes:

(No charge with this coupon.)

L---------------------~

,-------------------------,

i

Floor Mats

$

95

99

i

I
Any model BMW through 1989.
I
L-------------------------~

13617 Northup Way NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 643-4544
(206) 643-1027 (Fax)

0

Perfection in Detail

Service & Parts Department Hours:
8 am to 6 pm Monday - Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Saturday
We honor all BMW manufacturer's warranties ...
regardless

I
I
I
I

of where you purchased your vehicle.

BMWACA

BMW AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA
Puget Sound Region
P.O. Box 1259 • Bellevue, Washington 98009
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